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(c) For nonmetallic components,
compliance with paragraph (a) of this
section may be shown by—

(1) Designing the components to min-
imize the effect of a strike; or

(2) Incorporating acceptable means of
diverting the resulting electrical cur-
rent so as not to endanger the airplane.

[Amdt. 25–23, 35 FR 5674, Apr. 8, 1970]

Subpart D—Design and
Construction

GENERAL

§ 25.601 General.

The airplane may not have design
features or details that experience has
shown to be hazardous or unreliable.
The suitability of each questionable
design detail and part must be estab-
lished by tests.

§ 25.603 Materials.

The suitability and durability of ma-
terials used for parts, the failure of
which could adversely affect safety,
must—

(a) Be established on the basis of ex-
perience or tests;

(b) Conform to approved specifica-
tions (such as industry or military
specifications, or Technical Standard
Orders) that ensure their having the
strength and other properties assumed
in the design data; and

(c) Take into account the effects of
environmental conditions, such as tem-
perature and humidity, expected in
service.

[Doc. No. 5066, 29 FR 18291, Dec. 24, 1964, as
amended by Amdt. 25–38, 41 FR 55466, Dec. 20
1976; Amdt. 25–46, 43 FR 50595, Oct. 30, 1978]

§ 25.605 Fabrication methods.

(a) The methods of fabrication used
must produce a consistently sound
structure. If a fabrication process (such
as gluing, spot welding, or heat treat-
ing) requires close control to reach this
objective, the process must be per-
formed under an approved process spec-
ification.

(b) Each new aircraft fabrication
method must be substantiated by a
test program.

[Doc. No. 5066, 29 FR 18291, Dec. 24, 1964, as
amended by Amdt. 25–46, 43 FR 50595, Oct. 30,
1978]

§ 25.607 Fasteners.
(a) Each removable bolt, screw, nut,

pin, or other removable fastener must
incorporate two separate locking de-
vices if—

(1) Its loss could preclude continued
flight and landing within the design
limitations of the airplane using nor-
mal pilot skill and strength; or

(2) Its loss could result in reduction
in pitch, yaw, or roll control capability
or response below that required by
Subpart B of this chapter.

(b) The fasteners specified in para-
graph (a) of this section and their lock-
ing devices may not be adversely af-
fected by the environmental conditions
associated with the particular installa-
tion.

(c) No self-locking nut may be used
on any bolt subject to rotation in oper-
ation unless a nonfriction locking de-
vice is used in addition to the self-lock-
ing device.

[Amdt. 25–23, 35 FR 5674, Apr. 8, 1970]

§ 25.609 Protection of structure.
Each part of the structure must—
(a) Be suitably protected against de-

terioration or loss of strength in serv-
ice due to any cause, including—

(1) Weathering;
(2) Corrosion; and
(3) Abrasion; and
(b) Have provisions for ventilation

and drainage where necessary for pro-
tection.

§ 25.611 Accessibility provisions.
Means must be provided to allow in-

spection (including inspection of prin-
cipal structural elements and control
systems), replacement of parts nor-
mally requiring replacement, adjust-
ment, and lubrication as necessary for
continued airworthiness. The inspec-
tion means for each item must be prac-
ticable for the inspection interval for
the item. Nondestructive inspection
aids may be used to inspect structural
elements where it is impracticable to
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provide means for direct visual inspec-
tion if it is shown that the inspection
is effective and the inspection proce-
dures are specified in the maintenance
manual required by § 25.1529.

[Amdt. 25–23, 35 FR 5674, Apr. 8, 1970]

§ 25.613 Material strength properties
and design values.

(a) Material strength properties must
be based on enough tests of material
meeting approved specifications to es-
tablish design values on a statistical
basis.

(b) Design values must be chosen to
minimize the probability of structural
failures due to material variability.
Except as provided in paragraph (e) of
this section, compliance with this
paragraph must be shown by selecting
design values which assure material
strength with the following prob-
ability:

(1) Where applied loads are eventu-
ally distributed through a single mem-
ber within an assembly, the failure of
which would result in loss of structural
integrity of the component, 99 percent
probability with 95 percent confidence.

(2) For redundant structure, in which
the failure of individual elements
would result in applied loads being
safely distributed to other load carry-
ing members, 90 percent probability
with 95 percent confidence.

(c) The effects of temperature on al-
lowable stresses used for design in an
essential component or structure must
be considered where thermal effects are
significant under normal operating
conditions.

(d) The strength, detail design, and
fabrication of the structure must mini-
mize the probability of disastrous fa-
tigue failure, particularly at points of
stress concentration.

(e) Greater design values may be used
if a ‘‘premium selection’’ of the mate-
rial is made in which a specimen of
each individual item is tested before
use to determine that the actual
strength properties of that particular
item will equal or exceed those used in
design.

[Doc. No. 5066, 29 FR 18291, Dec. 24, 1964, as
amended by Amdt. 25–46, 43 FR 50595, Oct. 30,
1978; Amdt. 25–72, 55 FR 29776, July 20, 1990]

§ 25.619 Special factors.

The factor of safety prescribed in
§ 25.303 must be multiplied by the high-
est pertinent special factor of safety
prescribed in §§ 25.621 through 25.625 for
each part of the structure whose
strength is—

(a) Uncertain;
(b) Likely to deteriorate in service

before normal replacement; or
(c) Subject to appreciable variability

because of uncertainties in manufac-
turing processes or inspection methods.

[Doc. No. 5066, 29 FR 18291, Dec. 24, 1964, as
amended by Amdt. 25–23, 35 FR 5674, Apr. 8,
1970]

§ 25.621 Casting factors.

(a) General. The factors, tests, and in-
spections specified in paragraphs (b)
through (d) of this section must be ap-
plied in addition to those necessary to
establish foundry quality control. The
inspections must meet approved speci-
fications. Paragraphs (c) and (d) of this
section apply to any structural cast-
ings except castings that are pressure
tested as parts of hydraulic or other
fluid systems and do not support struc-
tural loads.

(b) Bearing stresses and surfaces. The
casting factors specified in paragraphs
(c) and (d) of this section—

(1) Need not exceed 1.25 with respect
to bearing stresses regardless of the
method of inspection used; and

(2) Need not be used with respect to
the bearing surfaces of a part whose
bearing factor is larger than the appli-
cable casting factor.

(c) Critical castings. For each casting
whose failure would preclude continued
safe flight and landing of the airplane
or result in serious injury to occu-
pants, the following apply:

(1) Each critical casting must—
(i) Have a casting factor of not less

than 1.25; and
(ii) Receive 100 percent inspection by

visual, radiographic, and magnetic par-
ticle or penetrant inspection methods
or approved equivalent nondestructive
inspection methods.

(2) For each critical casting with a
casting factor less than 1.50, three sam-
ple castings must be static tested and
shown to meet—
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(i) The strength requirements of
§ 25.305 at an ultimate load correspond-
ing to a casting factor of 1.25; and

(ii) The deformation requirements of
§ 25.305 at a load of 1.15 times the limit
load.

(3) Examples of these castings are
structural attachment fittings, parts of
flight control systems, control surface
hinges and balance weight attach-
ments, seat, berth, safety belt, and fuel
and oil tank supports and attachments,
and cabin pressure valves.

(d) Noncritical castings. For each cast-
ing other than those specified in para-
graph (c) of this section, the following
apply:

(1) Except as provided in paragraphs
(d)(2) and (3) of this section, the casting
factors and corresponding inspections
must meet the following table:

Casting factor Inspection

2.0 or more .................... 100 percent visual.
Less than 2.0 but more

than 1.5.
100 percent visual, and magnetic

particle or penetrant or equiva-
lent nondestructive inspection
methods.

1.25 through 1.50 .......... 100 percent visual, magnetic par-
ticle or penetrant, and radio-
graphic, or approved equivalent
nondestructive inspection meth-
ods.

(2) The percentage of castings in-
spected by nonvisual methods may be
reduced below that specified in para-
graph (d)(1) of this section when an ap-
proved quality control procedure is es-
tablished.

(3) For castings procured to a speci-
fication that guarantees the mechani-
cal properties of the material in the
casting and provides for demonstration
of these properties by test of coupons
cut from the castings on a sampling
basis—

(i) A casting factor of 1.0 may be
used; and

(ii) The castings must be inspected as
provided in paragraph (d)(1) of this sec-
tion for casting factors of ‘‘1.25 through
1.50’’ and tested under paragraph (c)(2)
of this section.

§ 25.623 Bearing factors.
(a) Except as provided in paragraph

(b) of this section, each part that has
clearance (free fit), and that is subject
to pounding or vibration, must have a
bearing factor large enough to provide

for the effects of normal relative mo-
tion.

(b) No bearing factor need be used for
a part for which any larger special fac-
tor is prescribed.

§ 25.625 Fitting factors.
For each fitting (a part or terminal

used to join one structural member to
another), the following apply:

(a) For each fitting whose strength is
not proven by limit and ultimate load
tests in which actual stress conditions
are simulated in the fitting and sur-
rounding structures, a fitting factor of
at least 1.15 must be applied to each
part of—

(1) The fitting;
(2) The means of attachment; and
(3) The bearing on the joined mem-

bers.
(b) No fitting factor need be used—
(1) For joints made under approved

practices and based on comprehensive
test data (such as continuous joints in
metal plating, welded joints, and scarf
joints in wood); or

(2) With respect to any bearing sur-
face for which a larger special factor is
used.

(c) For each integral fitting, the part
must be treated as a fitting up to the
point at which the section properties
become typical of the member.

(d) For each seat, berth, safety belt,
and harness, the fitting factor specified
in § 25.785(f)(3) applies.

[Doc. No. 5066, 29 FR 18291, Dec. 24, 1964, as
amended by Amdt. 25–23, 35 FR 5674, Apr. 8,
1970; Amdt. 25–72, 55 FR 29776, July 20, 1990]

§ 25.629 Aeroelastic stability require-
ments.

(a) General. The aeroelastic stability
evaluations required under this section
include flutter, divergence, control re-
versal and any undue loss of stability
and control as a result of structural de-
formation. The aeroelastic evaluation
must include whirl modes associated
with any propeller or rotating device
that contributes significant dynamic
forces. Compliance with this section
must be shown by analyses, wind tun-
nel tests, ground vibration tests, flight
tests, or other means found necessary
by the Administrator.

(b) Aeroelastic stability envelopes. The
airplane must be designed to be free
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from aeroelastic instability for all con-
figurations and design conditions with-
in the aeroelastic stability envelopes
as follows:

(1) For normal conditions without
failures, malfunctions, or adverse con-
ditions, all combinations of altitudes
and speeds encompassed by the VD/MD

versus altitude envelope enlarged at all
points by an increase of 15 percent in
equivalent airspeed at both constant
Mach number and constant altitude. In
addition, a proper margin of stability
must exist at all speeds up to VD/MD

and, there must be no large and rapid
reduction in stability as VD/MD is ap-
proached. The enlarged envelope may
be limited to Mach 1.0 when MD is less
than 1.0 at all design altitudes, and

(2) For the conditions described in
§ 25.629(d) below, for all approved alti-
tudes, any airspeed up to the greater
airspeed defined by;

(i) The VD/MD envelope determined by
§ 25.335(b); or,

(ii) An altitude-airspeed envelope de-
fined by a 15 percent increase in equiv-
alent airspeed above VC at constant al-
titude, from sea level to the altitude of
the intersection of 1.15 VC with the ex-
tension of the constant cruise Mach
number line, MC, then a linear vari-
ation in equivalent airspeed to MC+.05
at the altitude of the lowest VC/MC

intersection; then, at higher altitudes,
up to the maximum flight altitude, the
boundary defined by a .05 Mach in-
crease in MC at constant altitude.

(c) Balance weights. If concentrated
balance weights are used, their effec-
tiveness and strength, including sup-
porting structure, must be substan-
tiated.

(d) Failures, malfunctions, and adverse
conditions. The failures, malfunctions,
and adverse conditions which must be
considered in showing compliance with
this section are:

(1) Any critical fuel loading condi-
tions, not shown to be extremely im-
probable, which may result from mis-
management of fuel.

(2) Any single failure in any flutter
damper system.

(3) For airplanes not approved for op-
eration in icing conditions, the maxi-
mum likely ice accumulation expected
as a result of an inadvertent encounter.

(4) Failure of any single element of
the structure supporting any engine,
independently mounted propeller shaft,
large auxiliary power unit, or large ex-
ternally mounted aerodynamic body
(such as an external fuel tank).

(5) For airplanes with engines that
have propellers or large rotating de-
vices capable of significant dynamic
forces, any single failure of the engine
structure that would reduce the rigid-
ity of the rotational axis.

(6) The absence of aerodynamic or gy-
roscopic forces resulting from the most
adverse combination of feathered pro-
pellers or other rotating devices capa-
ble of significant dynamic forces. In
addition, the effect of a single feath-
ered propeller or rotating device must
be coupled with the failures of para-
graphs (d)(4) and (d)(5) of this section.

(7) Any single propeller or rotating
device capable of significant dynamic
forces rotating at the highest likely
overspeed.

(8) Any damage or failure condition,
required or selected for investigation
by § 25.571. The single structural fail-
ures described in paragraphs (d)(4) and
(d)(5) of this section need not be consid-
ered in showing compliance with this
section if;

(i) The structural element could not
fail due to discrete source damage re-
sulting from the conditions described
in § 25.571(e), and

(ii) A damage tolerance investigation
in accordance with § 25.571(b) shows
that the maximum extent of damage
assumed for the purpose of residual
strength evaluation does not involve
complete failure of the structural ele-
ment.

(9) Any damage, failure, or malfunc-
tion considered under §§ 25.631, 25.671,
25.672, and 25.1309.

(10) Any other combination of fail-
ures, malfunctions, or adverse condi-
tions not shown to be extremely im-
probable.

(e) Flight flutter testing. Full scale
flight flutter tests at speeds up to VDF/
MDF must be conducted for new type
designs and for modifications to a type
design unless the modifications have
been shown to have an insignificant ef-
fect on the aeroelastic stability. These
tests must demonstrate that the air-
plane has a proper margin of damping
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at all speeds up to VDF/MDF, and that
there is no large and rapid reduction in
damping as VDF/MDF, is approached. If a
failure, malfunction, or adverse condi-
tion is simulated during flight test in
showing compliance with paragraph (d)
of this section, the maximum speed in-
vestigated need not exceed VFC/MFC if it
is shown, by correlation of the flight
test data with other test data or analy-
ses, that the airplane is free from any
aeroelastic instability at all speeds
within the altitude-airspeed envelope
described in paragraph (b)(2) of this
section.

[Doc. No. 26007, 57 FR 28949, June 29, 1992]

§ 25.631 Bird strike damage.

The empennage structure must be de-
signed to assure capability of contin-
ued safe flight and landing of the air-
plane after impact with an 8-pound bird
when the velocity of the airplane (rel-
ative to the bird along the airplane’s
flight path) is equal to VC at sea level,
selected under § 25.335(a). Compliance
with this section by provision of redun-
dant structure and protected location
of control system elements or protec-
tive devices such as splitter plates or
energy absorbing material is accept-
able. Where compliance is shown by
analysis, tests, or both, use of data on
airplanes having similar structural de-
sign is acceptable.

[Amdt. 25–23, 35 FR 5674, Apr. 8, 1970]

CONTROL SURFACES

§ 25.651 Proof of strength.

(a) Limit load tests of control sur-
faces are required. These tests must in-
clude the horn or fitting to which the
control system is attached.

(b) Compliance with the special fac-
tors requirements of §§ 25.619 through
25.625 and 25.657 for control surface
hinges must be shown by analysis or
individual load tests.

§ 25.655 Installation.

(a) Movable tail surfaces must be in-
stalled so that there is no interference
between any surfaces when one is held
in its extreme position and the others
are operated through their full angular
movement.

(b) If an adjustable stabilizer is used,
it must have stops that will limit its
range of travel to the maximum for
which the airplane is shown to meet
the trim requirements of § 25.161.

§ 25.657 Hinges.
(a) For control surface hinges, in-

cluding ball, roller, and self-lubricated
bearing hinges, the approved rating of
the bearing may not be exceeded. For
nonstandard bearing hinge configura-
tions, the rating must be established
on the basis of experience or tests and,
in the absence of a rational investiga-
tion, a factor of safety of not less than
6.67 must be used with respect to the
ultimate bearing strength of the soft-
est material used as a bearing.

(b) Hinges must have enough
strength and rigidity for loads parallel
to the hinge line.

[Amdt. 25–23, 35 FR 5674, Apr. 8, 1970]

CONTROL SYSTEMS

§ 25.671 General.
(a) Each control and control system

must operate with the ease, smooth-
ness, and positiveness appropriate to
its function.

(b) Each element of each flight con-
trol system must be designed, or dis-
tinctively and permanently marked, to
minimize the probability of incorrect
assembly that could result in the mal-
functioning of the system.

(c) The airplane must be shown by
analysis, tests, or both, to be capable
of continued safe flight and landing
after any of the following failures or
jamming in the flight control system
and surfaces (including trim, lift, drag,
and feel systems), within the normal
flight envelope, without requiring ex-
ceptional piloting skill or strength.
Probable malfunctions must have only
minor effects on control system oper-
ation and must be capable of being
readily counteracted by the pilot.

(1) Any single failure, excluding jam-
ming (for example, disconnection or
failure of mechanical elements, or
structural failure of hydraulic compo-
nents, such as actuators, control spool
housing, and valves).

(2) Any combination of failures not
shown to be extremely improbable, ex-
cluding jamming (for example, dual
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